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MODERN HOMES CATALOG



02.

ride the current
When you think of modern homes, you think of 
spaces that showcase the best of today’s trends. 
From mid-century to farmhouse, from rustic to 
contemporary, we’re covering all of the latest and 
greatest styles we continue to see making the 
rounds. 

Although distinct in their own right, these 
au courant looks share a common thread of 
emphasizing comfort, quality and practicality. 
They elevate and enhance any room by bringing in 
unique details, mixed materials and a plethora of 
colors, textures and patterns that add character. 

Whether you want your home to reflect one of 
these categories or a little bit of everything, 
consider this catalog your guide to getting it done.
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01. 242012 MOANA  Blue Leather Dual Power Reclining Sofa w/ USB
02. 233146 TRACIE  Lift-Top Coffee Table
03. 277129 Amish Couture I w/ Black Frame 38"x50" 

01.

03.
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mid-century
clean lines, organic forms, mixed materials, high functionality
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01. 251013 FAIRFAX  Denim Velvet Sofa
02. 254051 DUNKIN  Round Coffee Table

01.

02.



01.

03.

02.
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soul central
When you escape to your suite, it’s only fair to expect a restorative refuge, and 

decorating in mid-century style will ensure you feel immediately at ease among the 
neutral hues, clean lines and calming textures. Of course, it wouldn’t be truly

mid-century without a few touches of nature and pops of color.

01. 102212 DEAN  Sand Queen Upholstered Panel Bed
02. 273959 CALLISTO  Steel Accent Chair
03. 281517 Clear Glass & Antiqued Brass Banded Table Lamp 25"



a taste of the past
 

Reverence for history is embedded in the name “mid-century”, and designs that are created in this aesthetic shine a light 
on the utilitarian nature of 50s and 60s-era furniture. Form and function are foremost, and this dining space reflects that 

commitment to those pillars with its organic shapes and streamlined features.

01.
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on the utilitarian nature of 50s and 60s-era furniture. Form and function are foremost, and this dining space reflects that 
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03.

02.

01. 244306 ROGERS  Round Dining Table
02. 244307  ROGERS  Dining Side Chair
03. 271464  RIO  Upholstered Bar Stool



01. 267445 CHELAN  Dining Chair
02. 267444 CHELAN  Extension Dining Table
03. 267446  CHELAN  Bench

01.

02.

03.
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farmhouse
simple, charming, warm



cozy does it
When you walk into a farmhouse space, you can’t 
help but get swept up by the charm of pieces that 
possess an effortless warmth. You are instantly 
welcomed by comfortable, casual layers of 
character – whether it comes from materials like 
wood, metal or linen. You can keep the vibe light 
and bright with a foundation of white, then bring 
in texture to soften things up.

01. 268093 BOHO  Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set

02.

01.

01. 247393 EMERSON II  Sofa
02. 255255 Textural Stripe Grey & Ivory Rug 96"x120"
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01. 268093 BOHO  Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set

01. 247393 EMERSON II  Sofa
02. 255255 Textural Stripe Grey & Ivory Rug 96"x120"



turn back time
 
Part of what makes farmhouse 
style so special is the emphasis 
on vintage-inspired pieces. 
There’s a return to tradition 
that is both nostalgic and 
comforting, and designs like 
this classic metal bed remind 
us of the simplicity and history 
of rural living. As long as you 
create an atmosphere that’s 
relaxed and inviting, the look 
will begin to come to life.

01. 270379 WADE  Queen Metal Panel Bed
02. 270365 WADE  Nightstand w/ USB
03. 263250 Cream Glazed Ceramic Table Lamp

02.

03.
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01.



01. 267444 CHELAN  Extension Dining Table
02. 269993 WADE  Dining Side Chair

01.

02.
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come together
 
Farmhouse settings often focus on gatherings and how 
to make everyone feel a deeper sense of belonging. 
The connection to each other is most easily established 
in the dining room, where friends and family share 
meals and memories. By mixing and matching colors 
and textures, materials and silhouettes, you evoke the 
casual ideals of farmhouse style.

01. 267444 CHELAN  Extension Dining Table
02. 269993 WADE  Dining Side Chair
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rustic
country, natural, industrial
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01.

02.

01. 286831 AKIMA  Queen Panel Bed
02. 286798 AKIMA Nightstand



03.

01.
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return to nature
At the center of rustic style is an appreciation of nature. We look to our outside world for 

inspiration and find it in materials like leather and wood. Rich and luxurious, a top grain leather 
sofa exhibits the inherent beauty of organic textures, while a solid pine table allows us to get a 

closer look at one-of-a-kind characteristics that show up in our surrounding environment.

01. 272898 TARA  Leather Sofa
02. 66433 BRISBANE Coffee Table
03. 249901 DAKOTA Coffee Table

02.



the dark side
 
When you’re trying to 
achieve a rustic look, you can 
bring in elements of industrial 
style – an adjacent aesthetic 
that shares the same affinity 
for rugged materials and 
hardworking designs. In this 
cozy, moody bedroom, wood 
and metal work together to 
instill character, while sleek 
details add a fresh edge.

02.
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01. 286831 AKIMA  Queen Panel Bed
02. 286798 AKIMA Nightstand

01.



grand gesture
It doesn’t get more rustic than an authentic 
solid pine dining set that showcases the 
unique beauty of wood through rough-
hewn surfaces and bandsaw marks. This 
modern interpretation also boasts parquet 
and chevron patterns that add unique 
geometric flair, plus architectural bases 
with clean, linear construction – an alluring 
juxtaposition to the natural textures.

01. 268093 BOHO  Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set
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01. 268093 BOHO  Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set
01. 217337 PALAZZO  Rectangle Dining Table
02. 217347 PALAZZO  Bench
03. 217344 PALAZZO  Sideboard

03.

02.

01.



01. 267692  DAPHNE  Glass Dining Table
02.  267693 DAPHNE  Dining Side Chair
03. 82300 Lochlan Cobalt Rug 96"x132"

03.

02.

01.
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contemporary
evolving, of the moment, minimalism



01. 263134 MARCUS  Black Power Reclining Sofa w/ Power Headrest USB 
02. 263126  MARCUS  Black Power Recliner w/ Power Headrest & USB
03. 244484 KENDRA Grey Accent Chair
04. 245931  NILES Cement Coffee Table
05. 245930 NILES Cement C-Table

a new day
 

Contemporary style focuses on the here and now, really homing in on looks that resonate in the 
moment. This space exhibits the current wave of contrast – whether it be with dark and light hues, 
or slim and sleek silhouettes versus plusher, fuller designs. The interplay of differing shapes and 

colors leads to a look that feels exciting and boundary-pushing.

03.

04.

05.

01.
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02.



02.

03.

04.

05.
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flex space
Because contemporary looks are a reaction to everything that’s happening, these spaces 

truly pay attention and become a reflection of our needs. With more people working from 
home these days, carving out office areas wherever and however we can has become 

essential. In this retreat, a modern bedside desk inspires and ensures productivity.

01. 203251 RYLEE  Queen Upholstered Panel Bed
02. 257152 STRATUS Small Round End Table
03. 251787 ANIKA Desk
04. 265643 Modern Layered Shapes I 22"x18"
05. 265438 Modern Layered Shapes II 22"x18

01.



zone out
 
Now more than ever, we need our 
alone time to regroup, reset and 
refresh, and a daybed is the perfect 
spot to land. Seek solo relaxation on a 
destination that invites you to unwind 
by reading, napping or meditating. 
Best of all, this particular design can 
be customized with a fabric of your 
choice, so you can make it a true 
luxury lounge.

02.

GET IT 
NOW:
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01. 268159  SETH III Daybed
02. 244993 Grace Grey Traditional Rug 63"x90"

01.

02.

Alley
Pepper

GET IT 
NOW: Customize

In store or
online up to 60 color choices. View All



material world
Contemporary spaces keep things interesting with their mix of materials and silhouettes, and 

this dining setting plays its cards right with sleek, sculptural designs plus an assortment of 
versatile, durable elements. From glass and metal, from faux leather to concrete veneer, to 

reclaimed pine, it’s a virtual motley crew that reflects this style’s wide range.

05.

04.

03.
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material world
Contemporary spaces keep things interesting with their mix of materials and silhouettes, and 

this dining setting plays its cards right with sleek, sculptural designs plus an assortment of 
versatile, durable elements. From glass and metal, from faux leather to concrete veneer, to 

reclaimed pine, it’s a virtual motley crew that reflects this style’s wide range.

01. 267692  DAPHNE  Glass Dining Table
02.  267693 DAPHNE  Dining Side Chair
03. 257897 COBBLER  Black Dining Side Chair
04. 271477 PRESBY  White Extension Breakfast Bar
05. 269269  TITAN  Buffet
06. 82300 Lochlan Cobalt Rug 96"x132"

06..

02.

01.



274665 Beaded Oval Vase 206698 Metal Glass Acrylic Sand Timer 287166 Black Terrazzo Accent Table

276435 Natural Wood Framed Round Wall Mirror 87413 Seagrass Basket 19"

271872 Ivory & Natural Block Stripe Accent Pillow 232220 Brown Wood & Metal Desk Task Lamp 243450 Cream Knitted Round Pouf

add to cart
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accent mark
The final ingredients to any space, accessories will bring home the look and feel 

you’re going for. Capture the right vibe by sticking to the hallmarks of your style and 
incorporating items that will complement and help complete the overall vision.

262119  Black Metal Wall Decor Wood 2pc Set 280721 Diverted Abstract w/ Birch Frame 22"x26"264473 Charcoal Metallic Silver Accent Throw



Stay connected @livingspaces

    

Visit livingspaces.com to 
check out our entire selection. 

SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE

01. 256364 Studio Glass Desk

01.


